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A B S T R A C T

Offshore Quaternary sediment sequences are generally weak and unconsolidated, and fluid flow through these
rock formations is hard to predict or model. Surface flow observations, such as gas seeps, often appear random
and may be controlled by the architecture and facies distribution within the shallow strata. Using geophysical
data acquired before and after a sub-seabed blowout from a 4700m-deep interval in a North Sea hydrocarbon
exploration well, we investigate the nature of subsurface gas flow behaviour in shallow sediment sequences. The
underground gas blow-out lasted for a period of almost one year, and when the flow from the deep gas reservoir
was stopped, we observed that fluids continued to flow in the shallow subsurface and probably continue to this
day, almost 30 years later.

During the underground blowout phase, passive seismic data revealed episodes of up to 30min with high
seismicity followed by quieter periods of several hours. Time-lapse seismic data revealed that gas had migrated
into several shallow sand layers, and that this migration had continued over for at least 25 years. The seismic
data also indicated that gas entered into a shallow tunnel valley complex approximately 1–2 years after the
blowout, and at a later stage migrated further. The 3D seismic data also shows indications of gas leakage outside
the well bore of the relief well, drilled through the overburden sediments 1.2 km away from the main well. This
implies that wells drilled through weak overburden rocks can weaken the formations potentially creating ver-
tical pathways for gas migration. The observations from this gas migration case history are used to gain more
general insights into the flow of buoyant gases, especially CO2, in shallow unconsolidated sediment sequences.

1. Introduction

A key issue in geological storage of CO2 is to minimize the risk of
leakage through overburden rock layers. If CCS (Carbon Capture and
Storage) becomes a common tool to reduce CO2 emissions to the at-
mosphere in the future, it will be essential to have detailed knowledge
about how leakage events might develop and especially to study pos-
sible migration paths through the overburden. For many regions, the
most likely sites for CO2 storage are to be found offshore, partly due to
large accessible storage volumes and partly due to easier public ac-
ceptance. In this respect, it is useful to use natural gas as a proxy for the
migration of CO2 and to study hydrocarbon gas flow through shallow
overburden. The phase behaviour of CO2 is highly dependent on depth
and temperature, normally being in the liquid or dense phase in the
storage unit but entering into the gas phase in shallower units in the

case of vertical migration or leakage. Due to the lack of availability of
useful gas-phase CO2 migration case studies we use methane as a proxy
for understanding possible CO2 migration processes. The validity and
relevance of using methane gas as a proxy to CO2 has been discussed by
several scientists (e.g. Benson and Hepple, 2005; Grimstad et al., 2009).
Fig. 1 shows typical fluid density functions for CO2 and CH4 in the top
1000m sediment column in an offshore North Sea basin setting, using
calibration data from the Sleipner CO2 storage site (Nooner et al., 2007;
Singh et al., 2010; Landrø and Zumberge, 2017). At the depths dis-
cussed in this paper, gas-phase CO2 will be approximately 3 to 4 times
denser than CH4 (shallower than 500m), but then 10 to 14 times denser
below 500m as CO2 enters the liquid and dense phases. Both CO2 and
CH4 are dominantly non-wetting phases and are trapped in water-filled
sediments by capillary interfaces. Since the interfacial tension for CO2-
brine systems is generally lower than for CH4-brine systems (Naylor
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et al., 2011), the buoyancy force for CO2 will be slightly higher than the
density ratio. For example, at 500m depth gas-phase CO2 will be
around 2.5 less buoyant than CH4. CO2 is also around 100 times more
soluble in water than CH4, so migrating CO2 will experience more losses
due to dissolution during migration, as observed in shallow CO2 mi-
gration experiments (Cevatoglu et al., 2015). Accepting these differ-
ences, we argue that migration of CH4 in shallow sediments is a rea-
sonable analogue for CO2 migration.

2. Background

2.1. The 1989 underground blow out

In January 1989 a deep exploration well (2/4-14) drilled by Saga
Petroleum came out of control due to extremely high reservoir pres-
sures (above 1000 bar) that occurred at a depth of 4.7 km. This well is
located at 56° 41′ 5.26″ N and 3° 8′ 43.08″ E in the southern part of the
Norwegian North Sea (Fig. 2). The blow out preventer was activated
and ensured no leakage of hydrocarbons into the water column. How-
ever, the well leaked through a gap in the steel casing at approximately
1360m depth, and the gas flow entered the region outside the outer
casing at a depth of approximately 900m. Hence, the event developed
into a subsurface blow out. The blow out lasted for almost a year, and
the underground flow was eventually killed by pumping heavy mud
into the reservoir from a relief well (2/4-15) that was drilled close to
the 2/4-14 well.

In this paper we will use this event and various seismic data sets that
were acquired by Saga during the active period of un-controlled sub-
surface flow to study how gas migrates through a heterogeneous sedi-
mentary overburden. We will focus on both vertical and horizontal
migration of gas, and we make an attempt to describe the extent and
movement of the gas flow as a function of calendar time. The objective
of this paper is to use this case study as a proxy to study CO2-leakage
from a potential storage site in a similar lithology (mixed sands and
shales).

In order to understand the flow processes through shallow sand
layers below the seabed, we designed a laboratory tank experiment
where we injected air at the base to study variability in the flow pat-
terns. A video sequence recorded at the seabed close to well 2/4-14
eleven months after the blowout is used for comparison with the tank
experiment. In addition, we use seismic data acquired in 1988 (pre-
blowout), 1990 (1.5 years after the blowout) and 2009 (20 years after
the blowout) to map the long term migration of gas through the shallow
sedimentary layers and into the water column.

Zadeh and Landrø (2011) used time-lapse seismic refraction data to
map shallow gas accumulations close to the blow out well. They esti-
mated that the shallowest gas-filled layer was situated approximately
170m below the sea surface. Haavik and Landrø (2014) found that
natural shallow gas accumulations were also present in the area close to
the 2/4-14 well (the blowout well) demonstrating the importance of
differentiating man-induced gas leakage from gases that have migrated
over geological time periods. Natural seepage of hydrocarbon gases
(mainly methane) from the subsurface to the surface is widely observed
and discussed by for instance by Etiope (2015); Haavik and Landrø
(2014) and Hovland and Judd (1988). Methane is also widespread in
sedimentary rock systems, being generated by thermogenic processes in
deeper petroleum systems and by biogenic processes in shallower rock
units. In the following analysis, we assume the observed gases are
methane (based on available well data), but minor components of
heavier hydrocarbons and CO2 could be present in these gases.
Blackford et al. (2014) presented a controlled CO2 leakage study in
which CO2 was injected 11m below seabed and monitored by seismic
reflection profiles and multibeam sonar data. Their time-lapse seismic
data shows a clear bright spot beneath a fine sand layer at day 13,
approximately 2–3m below the seabed. Three weeks later, the seismic
data showed a chimney extending to the seafloor, and multibeam data
was used to confirm that gas has escaped into the water layer.

3. Database and methods

3.1. Seismic data

This work is based on 2D site survey seismic data acquired using a
1 km long hydrophone streamer. The data was acquired in 1988 (prior
to the blow-out), and repeated again in 1990 and 2009. We refer to
Larsen and Lie (1990) and Landrø (2011) for a comprehensive overview
of various vintages of seismic datasets that were recorded. A 3D seismic
dataset was acquired in 1991, and Fig. 3 shows an in-line section from
this data set. Two vertical chimneys close to the two wells (the blow out
well and the relief well) are observed, as well as a bright spot that is
interpreted as the top of a gas-charged sand layer at 490m depth. An
example of time lapse seismic data using the single 2D line is shown in
Fig. 4, where we can observe clear differences for the same sand layer
between the three seismic vintages. In 1988 (prior to the sub-seabed
blow out) the top of the thin sand layer (shown by a black arrow) at
approximately 520ms shows a moderate amplitude that is significantly
increased in 1990 and 2009. This brightening is interpreted as being
caused by gas flowing horizontally in this thin layer. A significant
pulldown for this event, close to the well is clearly visible in Fig. 4. This
is likely caused by the presence of gas above this thin layer at 490m,
indicating that some gas had migrated above 490m by 1990. This pull
down is less pronounced in 2009, indicating that the amount of gas
above the sand layer at the well position has decreased between 1990
and 2009.

A RMS amplitude map of the interpreted top reflection of this sand
layer is shown in Fig. 5, where we observe a close-to-circular shaped
anomaly centred around the 14-well. The dashed blue line in Fig. 5
shows the extent of the gas anomaly estimated by Saga in September
1989, approximately 9 months after the blow out. We observe that the
average radius of the gas anomaly has increased from 0.8 km in Sep-
tember 1989 to 1.2 km in 1991. In the period from 23rd September

Fig. 1. Density profiles for CH4 and CO2 for typical conditions in the top
1000m sediment column in an offshore North Sea basin setting. Geothermal
gradient is assumed to be between 35degC/km or 30degC/km (CO2-cool case)
to illustrated the range of CO2 properties. Seabed temperature is set to 5degC
and brine density set to 1020 kg/m3, using typical values from Nooner et al.
(2007) and Singh et al. (2010).
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1989 to 3rd October 1989, Read Well Services installed four geophones
at the seabed, close to the 2/4-14 well, recording the noise bursts from
the underground flow that was still active at that time. This shows that
at the time of the passive seismic data acquisition, the extent of the gas
anomaly in the 490m sand layer was approximately 0.8 km. Although

these data have not been made directly available to us in digital format
in this project, we are able to present some of the results from this
passive seismic study here.

Fig. 2. Location map of the 2/4-14 well. The well is situated in the southern part of the Norwegian part of the North Sea, approximately 20 km North of the Ekofisk
field, close to the UK (to the West) and Danish (to the South) borders.

Fig. 3. Vertical profile (Line A shown in Fig. 4) from
the 1991 3D seismic data. The blowout well is 2/4-14,
and the relief well is 2/4-15 that was drilled in 1989.
The red arrows show interpreted vertical gas chimneys
close to the well path. The bright seismic event is a gas
charged thin sand layer, where the gas extends ap-
proximately 1 km to each side of the 2/4-14 well.
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3.2. Other data and observations

In addition to seismic data we have access to video recordings
showing gas bubbles emerging at the seabed close to the 2/4-14 well.
Furthermore, we designed a simple laboratory flow experiment using
fine-grained sand in a water tank, with air injected at the base of the
tank, in order to replicate gas migration processes in unconsolidated
sediments.

3.3. Time lapse seismic analysis

Larsen and Lie (1990) were among the first to present time-lapse
seismic analysis from the 2/4-14 underground blow out. The target
depth for this study was shallow, approximately 500m, and the for-
mation lithology was mainly sandstone. There are two complementary
ways of analysing time-lapse seismic data: first to look for amplitude
differences and map those over the study area and second to estimate
travel time shifts (Landrø et al., 1999; Calvert, 2005; Landrø, 2015). In
the present work we will use travel time shifts between various vintages
as the main tool, but we will also map and show the amplitude
anomalies that occur associated with shallow sand layers that have
been charged with gas. The traveltime differences between the 1988
and 2009 site survey data for the seabed reflection are minimal, less
than 0.5ms on average. To further minimize the error caused by slight
differences in source and receiver positions, we aligned the seabed re-
flection arrival times between two surveys prior to the time shift ana-
lysis.

3.4. Tunnel valleys

Tunnel valleys are observed in the first few hundred metres of se-
diment cover over most of the North Sea basin (van der Vegt et al.,

2012). The tunnel valleys are sub-glacial channel features created be-
neath, or in front of, ice sheets from the Pleistocene glaciations. Tunnel
valley widths are between 1 and 10 km and they can penetrate down to
a couple of hundred meters (Stewart et al., 2013; Furre et al., 2014).
The tunnel valley systems are typically buried by a thin cover of Ho-
locene sediments.

At this site several tunnel valleys are observed approximately
30–40m below the seabed, as shown in Fig. 6. Well 2/4-14 is drilled
through one of these tunnel valleys. The type of sediment fill within the
tunnel valleys is unknown, however, it is reasonable to assume that
much of the fill is coarse-grained sand and gravel with higher porosity
than the surrounding sediments (typically glacial outwash dominated
by silts and clays). This interpretation is supported by the seismic time-
lapse observations whereby the glacial channels represent high
permeable units for gas flow. The thickness of the tunnel valley close to
the 14-well is approximately 18m.

4. Results and interpretation

4.1. Time lapse seismic analysis (200–750 m deep sand layers)

Fig. 7 shows an example of a 4D seismic difference between 2009
and 1990, a time span of 19 years for line B (same line as displayed in
Fig. 4). We observe strong 4D anomalies for two-way traveltimes be-
tween 0.5 and 0.75 s (corresponding to a depth range of 470 to 750 m
below sea surface). These anomalies are interpreted as saturation
changes within thin sand layers. As shown by Landrø (2011), 4D time
shift analyses reveal that these anomalies can be interpreted by a sa-
turation pattern with less gas close to the well and more gas further
away from the well. This observation is also in accordance with fluid
flow simulations (Langseth and Landrø, 2012).

The shallow anomalies, observed between 0.25 to 0.4 s, very close

Fig. 4. Time lapse seismic data acquired prior to the underground blow out (1988), one year after the blow out (1990) and 20 years after (2009) for line B (see
Fig. 5). Notice the brightening of the reflection at approximately 520ms. This event represents the top of a thin sand layer at approximately 490m depth. Notice that
the pull down close to the well is less pronounced in 2009 compared to 1990, indicating less amount of gas directly above this layer close to the well. Also note that
the extent of the gas anomaly has increased somewhat between 1990 and 2009. The figure is modified from Landrø (2011). The length of this section is 4.4 km, and
the two-way traveltime for each of three sections are from 400 to 600ms.
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to the well are most likely caused by a slight increase in gas saturation
in this region. This is confirmed by the negative time shift observed by
Landrø (2011). However, there are only minor 4D differences in the
very shallow regions in Fig. 7 (between 0.1 and 0.2 s). Does this in-
dicate that there has been no migration of gas from the deeper sedi-
ments into the water layer? Probably not, since flow of gas through this
layer might be small in volume and of a random nature, and might
therefore be harder to detect.

4.2. Time shift analysis of shallow subsurface (< 100 m)

In the following section we focus on gas migration through the
shallow section 100m below the seabed. There are no well logs avail-
able covering this column. However, from XRD-analysis of drill cutting
samples we find that the volumetric clay content is less than 10%, and
the volumetric quartz content is close to 50%. This implies a porosity or
around 40–50% in these shallow sediments (0–100m below seabed),
although there is considerable uncertainty in this estimate (see for in-
stance Salem, 2000). The gamma log from deeper sections of the well
(200–800m) shows alternating sand and shale layers (Fig. 7 in Landrø,
2011). Some of these shale layers are thin, probably of the order of
meters or less. It is therefore reasonable to assume (based on the XRD-
analysis and the gammalog for deeper parts of the well) that the in-
terval from the seabed and 100m deeper is predominantly high por-
osity sand interbedded with some thin shale layers.

Fig. 8a shows a detailed time shift analysis for an interface situated
approximately 95m below the seabed. Here we use the simplest
method for time shift estimation: picking the travel time of the max-
imum (or minimum) peak. Around the area of the tunnel valley
(marked with a red double arrow on the figure) we observe time shifts
of the order of 3–4ms between 1988 and 1990. This is interpreted as
gas migrating into sand layers above this level. Outside the tunnel
valley area there is also a timeshift between 1988 and 1990, but much
less, of the order of 1–2ms and approaching zero approximately 1.2 km
to the South East of the well and 1 km to the North West. In the 2009
data we notice that the timeshifts are reduced and that the situation
within the tunnel valley area is nearly back to the pre-blowout situa-
tion. For the area outside the tunnel valley, there is hardly any change
from 1990 to 2009. The most likely interpretation therefore, based on
these traveltime shifts, is that the gas that leaked into the tunnel valley,
has later migrated upwards into the water layer. For the area outside
the tunnel valley, the most likely interpretation is to assume that there
are only minor changes in gas saturation in the shallow sediments be-
tween 1990 and 2009.

Fig. 8b shows the results of a time-lapse refraction study along the
same line. In a refraction study, we are not using the reflection signals
as shown in Fig. 8a, but the far offset seismic data. In this way, time-
lapse refraction analysis and time-lapse reflection analysis are com-
plementary and independent of each other. From Fig. 8b we clearly
observe a strong increase in time shifts between 1988 and 1990, up to
3ms close to the well and the tunnel valley. A similar, but opposite time
shift is observed from 1990 to 2009, indicating that the gas that was
stored in the tunnel valley in 1990 has migrated away in 2009. Similar,
but weaker anomalies are observed close to the second tunnel valley (in

Fig. 5. Amplitude map (24ms RMS window at top of the sand layer at 490m
depth). Notice the circular shape of the anomaly and that the anomaly extends
to the relief well (2/4-15) to the south of the 2/4-14 well. Line A is extracted
from the 3D seismic data acquired in 1991 (the same data set as is used to
produce this amplitude map). Lines B and C are site survey data acquired prior
to (1988) and after the underground blowout (1990). Lines B and C were also
repeated in 2009. The blue dashed line shows the extent of the gas plume in
September 1989 as interpreted from 2D site survey seismic data.

Fig. 6. Interpreted shallow tunnel valleys
(shown by the three arrows) from the site
survey data acquired in 1988 (Line B). The 2/
4-14 well is drilled through one of the tunnel
valleys. The depth of this tunnel valley is
roughly 18m (assuming a P-wave velocity of
1800m/s for the shallow sediments), and the
width is approximately 800m. The distances to
the two tunnel valleys in the Northwestern
direction is 1.3 and 2.5 km, respectively.
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the North-western direction in Fig. 8b), and practically no time shifts
are observed close to the third tunnel value (farthest away from the well
position). This means that both time lapse reflection and refraction
studies indicate the same trend: The tunnel valley that is penetrated by
the 2/4-14 well has been gas charged and then the gas charge has been
reduced as time has passed.

4.3. 3D seismic data

It is hard to estimate precisely the actual extent of the two vertical
chimnies in Fig. 3, since the actual cross section is probably less than
the seismic wavelength. Moser et al. (2016) discuss various methods to
detect such vertical cylinder-shaped anomalies in seismic datasets using
diffractions. Arntsen et al. (2007) present and discuss various aspects
related to seismic modeling of such gas chimneys. Fig. 3 clearly shows
the gas-charged sand layer at approximately 490m depth. The gap in
the middle of this bright seismic event is caused by presence of gas that
has migrated outside the well bore above this sand layer. The presence
of gas close to the well makes it hard to image the top of this sand layer
since the gas acts as a shield that prevents seismic imaging along the
vertical gas chimney. This explains why the two gas chimneys (marked
by red arrows) appear as white or dim zones on the 3D seismic image.
Fig. 9 illustrates the time lapse effect of the chimney close to the 15-
well in more detail: by comparing estimated time lapse seismic time
shifts between 1990 and 2009, we find that there is a significant in-
crease in time shift close to the 15-well. This is probably caused by gas
migrating along the vertical well path close to the 15-well in the period
between 1990 and 2009.

4.4. The sand tank experiment

In order to obtain a qualitative understanding of gas flow through
the uppermost 10m below seabed, a dedicated sand tank experiment
was conducted. Clean sand was put in a cylinder and filled with water,
and air was injected at the bottom. As the air was released, a steady
flow through the sand was established. Then, after 40–50 s, the air flow
into the water stopped, and a fracture developed in the sand layer. As
this fracture closed an air bubble escaped into the water, followed by a
steady flow of air bubbles again at a new location. The air flow rate was

constant through the experiment. The experiments were repeated sev-
eral times with similar behaviour observed.

An important insight from this simple experiment is that the flow of
gas through an unconsolidated, highly porous sand is a highly random
process. The flow might be intermittent when one flow path is closed
due to rearrangement of the sand grains or due to flow dynamics. The
flow of air is also driven by a varying relative permeability for gas
which depends on the liquid saturation in the sand. The lower the
water-phase saturation is, the higher the permeability for gas could be,
as demonstrated by Wyckoff and Botset (1936) for gas-liquid mixtures
flowing through unconsolidated sand. This would agree with the ob-
served accumulations of air and generation of new pathways in our
experiment when a certain limit of gas saturation is reached. In general,
the pathway through the sand (even for a thickness of less than half a
meter) varies over time, and creates a high degree of randomness into
the migration process. Similar unstable and fluctuating flow behaviour
has also been observed in recent core-scale experiments reported by
Reynolds and Krevor (2015) and Reynolds et al. (2018) who showed
that CO2-brine systems exhibit fluctuating flow paths at low, capillary-
dominated flow rates. These fluctuating random flow paths of gases in
granular pore systems are therefore widely observed and complex;
being controlled by multiphase flow dynamics and heterogeneities in
the granular pore systems. Characterising such flows in unconsolidated
granular media is even more challenging than for consolidated rocks,
since the medium itself can deform significantly.

4.5. Video observations at the seabed

During the underground blowout in 1989, video filming was used to
monitor gas bubbles observed close to the well. Fig. 10 shows a still
photo from the video clip taken at the seabed in December 1989. The
video is taken close to the 2/4-13 well that is located 55m Southeast of
the 14-well. The 2/4-13 well was drilled to a depth of 2500 in 1988 and
abandoned due to drilling problems. Several gas bubbles are observed
on the photo (marked by a yellow arrow), and several small cavities are
observed at the seabed. The diameter of these cavities is of the order of
2–3 cm. The cavity marked by a thick red arrow in Fig. 10 is the one
where the gas bubbles originate from. Based on inspection from the
video film, there are no visible bubbles escaping from the other cavities

Fig. 7. 4D seismic difference between 2009 and 1990 (line B). Notice significant changes in the time interval between 0.5–0.8 s. Also notice some scattered anomalies
close to the well for the shallow regions (between 0.2 and 0.5 s).
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(indicated by thinner red arrows on the figure). This might indicate that
these cavities are not active any more, or that the bubbles escaping
from these cavities are below optical resolution. At the wellhead of well
2/4-13 analysis of the gas bubbles showed that the gas was a mixture of
biogenic (30–50%) and thermogenic (50–70%) gas.

This random pattern of cavities observed on video accords with our
small-scale sand tank experiment in the sense that the process is
random and that the cavities where the gas escapes into the water
might vary as a function of time. The size of the cavity observed in the
video photo is somewhat larger than in our sand tank experiment,
2–3 cm compared to 0.5 cm. It is hard to conclude whether these gas
bubbles are caused by the 2/4-14 underground blow out or whether it
represents natural seepage, or a combination of the two.

4.6. Passive seismic data compared with time lapse seismic

By integrating passive seismic data with the time-lapse seismic

observations, we can further investigate the nature of an unstable
shallow-gas migration event. In the period from 21st September to 3rd
October 1989, four geophones were installed at the seabed close to the
2/4-14 well (Berteussen et al., 2006). Due to significant tilting of one of
the geophones, only three were used for the analysis. Fig. 11 shows the
location of the three geophones relative to wells 13 and 14. In Appendix
A we show that it is possible to determine azimuth and apparent ve-
locity from three geophone recordings, assuming that the observed
seismic events are P-waves. We assume that the average P-wave velo-
city between the seabed and the sand layer at 490m depth is ap-
proximately 1700m/s (this is in estimated based on well logs in the
area). The apparent velocity (Appendix A) is given as

=v v
θcosa (1)

where θ is the inclination angle. If we assume that the source depth is
known, we can use Eq. 1 and Eq. A7 (Appendix A) to estimate the
position of a given event.

Fig. 8. a Automatic traveltime picks (max-
imum amplitude) for an interface below the
shallow tunnel valleys (roughly 60m below
the tunnel valley and 95m below seabed) for
line B. Notice that the 2009 traveltimes (red
solid line) are close to those in 1988 (prior to
the blowout) for the area covered by the tunnel
valley. For the area outside the tunnel valley,
the traveltimes in 2009 are closer to the 1990
situation (1 year after the blowout). The ver-
tical timescale for all three sections is from 190
to 210ms. Fig. 8b Estimated time-lapse re-
fraction timeshifts (using an offset of 515m)
using 3 repeated 2D lines from 1988 (pre blow
out); 1990 (1 year after) and 2009 (20 years
after) for line B. Notice a 3ms time shift close
to the well and tunnel valley (marked by a blue
solid line in the lower seismic section) in 1990,
and that this effect is close to zero when com-
paring 2009 and 1988 data.
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Short periods of intense seismic activity (typically 30–60min) were
observed. More than 30 such periods were detected during these 13
days in 1989. This means that most of the time (more than 90%) there
was silence, indicating a pulsating, episodic flow. The signal strength
for these active periods could be up to 10 times the background noise
level. By assuming that the seismic events occur at a depth of ap-
proximately 500m, and that each event generates a seismic P-wave that
propagates to the three geophones, it is possible to generate a location
map, as shown in Fig. 12 (top). The maximum estimated range from the
well to the furthest source position is approximately 600m, corre-
sponding to an inclination angle of 40 degrees, and an apparent velocity
of approximately 2200m/s. Based on the time-lapse seismic data ob-
servations, it is known that gas had entered into the thin sand layer at
490m depth, and that the size of this gas anomaly was approximately
0.8 km in radius (see dashed blue line in Fig. 5). The acoustic events are
spread within a radius of up to 600m away from the well, and most
events are observed to the southwest of the well. This map can be
compared to time lapse seismic data (Fig. 12; bottom), where we ob-
serve some correlation between shallow time-lapse time shifts and the
event location map. The time shifts were estimated for an interface at
approximately 160m (90m below seabed) using data from 1988 and
1990 (October). From the time-lapse seismic analysis we interpret that
gas has migrated into shallow sand layers, probably within the depth

range from the seabed down to 90m below. It is therefore likely that
some gas had migrated into shallow gas layers by September 1989.
However, it is very likely (based on the time shift analysis shown in
Fig. 11; bottom) that there might have been shallower gas flow already
occurring in September 1989. If this is the case the horizontal axis in
Fig. 12 (top) should be modified towards lower x- and y-values.

A good correspondence between the two figures is observed in the
sense that there are less events on the south-eastern side of the well,
compared to the north-west. It should be noted that the 30-minute
events described above appeared at very different locations, and that
the map in Fig. 12 includes all events during the 13 days of passive
seismic recording.

Berteussen et al. (2006) discuss an interesting observation for some
of the seismic activity periods that were recorded in 1989. They state
that the first tremors had an apparent velocity of approximately
2000m/s lasting for approximately 5min, followed by a relatively
sudden (5–10min) increase to apparent velocities around
5000–10000m/s, with the bulk part of the seismic energy released
within the next 40min, then followed by a sudden decrease to apparent
velocity back to 2000m/s again, resulting in a U-shaped profile when
apparent velocity is plotted against time, as shown in Fig. 12, and
termed ‘U-events’.

One possible way to obtain a qualitative understanding of these U-
events, is to plot the apparent velocity versus inclination angle
(Fig. 13). The apparent velocity increases significantly for inclination
angles above 60 degrees. From this observation we suggest that the U-
event shown in Fig. 12 can be interpreted as follows: the first
5–6minutes are dominated by events that have a moderate inclination
angle (around 40 degrees), followed by events that have inclination
angles larger than 70 degrees for a period of approximately 40min. At
the final stage of the U-event the inclination angle is close to 40 degrees
again. If we assume that the source depth causing the micro-seismicity
is constant, these observations suggest distal acoustic sources at the
beginning and end, and sources closer to the well for the middle period.
This interpretation of the U-events is shown in Fig. 14. The sketch on
the left shows (a) the initial phase where the gas front (after being
stable for a certain amount of time) is pushed forward by the increased
pressure caused by gas accumulation from the deep-sourced under-
ground flow event. This phase lasts for approximately 5–6min and is
characterized by a relatively low apparent velocity (2000m/s). In the
next phase (b) the deeper or more central flow event becomes well
established, and the dominant acoustic signal is from the part of the
flow closer to the geophone array, probably from the vertical pathway.
The amplitude level of the micro-seismic events are now 2–3 times
stronger than those created in the initial phase (a). In the last phase (c)
we suggest that the flow event starts dying out and that these last events

Fig. 9. Estimated seismic time shifts(relative to the
1988 data) for a reflector at approximately 600m
depth, clearly showing increased time shifts close to
the 15-well between 1990 and 2009 for line C (dashed
blue line in the inset). This is interpreted as vertical
gas migration along the 15-well trajectory between
1990 and 2009. This figure is modified from Haavik
and Landrø, 2014. The CMP-distance is 6.25m, which
means that the length of the line is 2.5 km.

Fig. 10. Birds-eye view photo (snapshot from a video) showing gas bubbles
(hardly visible; the yellow arrow point to one air bubble) escaping from the
seabed close to the 2/4-14 well in December 1989. Red arrows indicate holes
created by gas leakage. The thick red arrow indicates the root of the air bubbles
(identified from the video clip). Close to the yellow arrow there are two small
fish (also detecting the gas leakage!?).
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occur close to the new gas front within the sand layer. Fig. 14 (right)
shows a seismic amplitude map derived from the 3D seismic from 1991.
This is used as an illustration to explain the interpretation of the first
and last phase of the U-event: In the late phase the gas front spreads out,
and according to the microseismic mapping, the azimuthal sector (as
sketched by the two black lines in the figure) covers approximately 70
degrees from SW to W directions. Note that for this flow model, we
assume that events occurred along both the vertical and the horizontal
parts of the flow; however, the events close to the vertical chimney are
dominant because they are closer to the geophone array. As the vertical
flow decreases or stops, the signals created close to the ‘delta-form’ gas
front become dominant.

4.7. Interpretation of gas flow events

Based on these time-lapse seismic observations, it is helpful to
summarize the most likely interpretation of the sequence of shallow-gas
migration events, as shown in Fig. 15. In April 1989 gas was flowing
from the break in the casing at approximately 900m depth, and mi-
grating upwards along the outside of the well bore into the deep sand

Fig. 11. Top left: seismic event map recorded in the period from 21st Septeber to 3rd October 1989 assuming that the depth of the seismic events is approximately
500m. Notice that most events occur on the western side of the well (2/4-14 is marked in red). The seismic line is shown as the solid black line, and the area where
larger time shifts are observed on the time lapse seismic data is shown by a thich red solid line. Top right: Location map of the three seabed geophones (blue circles)
amd the 2/4-13 and 14 wells. Bottom: Estimated time shifts between 1988 and 1990 for the 2D line shown in black on the upper line. The CDP distance is 6.25 m,
which means that the total length of the line shown in the bottom figure is 1250m.

Fig. 12. Estimated apparent velocities versus trace number for an U-type event.
For the first 5–6min the apparent velocity is approximately 2000m/s, then
suddenly increasing to 7500m/s and staying at this level for approximately
40min, followed by a rapid change back to 2000m/s again for the last 5 min.
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layer at approximately 830m depth. Due to the high permeability in
this sand layer, the gas then migrated away from the well in a radial
pattern, with probably more gas migrating in the up-dip direction (to-
wards north east). Later, in October 1989 with continuing gas migration
upwards along the well path, the gas then invaded and filled several
shallower sand layers with gas. Again, in each high-porosity layer the
gas migrated radially outwards, as sketched in Fig. 14. By October
1990, we assume that gas had migrated into the shallow tunnel valley
and that some gas had also begun leaking directly into the water
column. This last interpretation is based on the video clip observations
showing gas bubbles close to the well in December 1989. Furthermore,
based on seismic timeshift analysis we can assume that some gas had
migrated into the tunnel valley and become trapped below a thin shale
layer close to the top of the tunnel valley.

Table 1 summarizes various flow processes and lists the main geo-
logical recipients of the gas. The total amount of gas released from the
blowout into shallow sediments is estimated to be between 200 and 370
MSm3 (million standard cubic meters of gas). The numbers in Table 1
are given for in situ conditions, explicitely showing that gas at a depth
of 830m needs less space compared to atmospheric conditions. Since
we lack 3D control of the tunnel valley geometry, it is hard to estimate
the volume for this unit. However, we know that most of the gas went
into the 830m sand layer, hence the gas volume in the tunnel valley is
most likely significantly less than 100 MSm3.

The physical processes involved in these gas migration events are
undoubtedly complex, but may be best understood in terms of mi-
grating clusters of gas, termed ganglia. Stable accumulations of gas in
water-wet porous media can be described by the balance of gravity and
capillary forces, where an accumulation is stable if:

Pth> δρ g h (2)

where, Pth is the capillary threshold pressure of the sealing unit (e.g. silt
or shale), δρ is the fluid density difference between gas and water and h
is the accumulation height and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The capillary threshold pressure is a function of the fluid interface
and the pore throat radius (Washburn, 1921), such that:

Pth= 2γ cosθ / r (3)

where γ is the interfacial tension between the fluid phases; θ is the
contact angle between the gas phase and the rock and r is the pore
throat radius for the rock unit (capillary seal). If the accumulation
height increases such that the buoyancy force exceeds the capillary
threshold pressure, then gas migration occurs, and a volume of gas
migrates as a ganglion until a new stable accumulation is formed be-
neath a new capillary interface. The dynamics of migrating and accu-
mulating gas ganglia in porous media are well described using invasion
percolation concepts (Wilkinson and Willemsen, 1983) and have been
successfully applied to analyses of the migration of various buoyant
non-wetting fluids (e.g. oil, gas or CO2) in water-filled porous media
(Frette et al., 1992; Carruthers and Ringrose (1998); Cavanagh and
Ringrose, 2011; Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). A key aspect of the
process is ‘snap-off’ within an initially continuous gas cluster creating
separate gas clusters (which may later merge to form new accumula-
tions). The migrating gas phase is therefore generally non-continuous
and cannot be described using continuum flow theory.

In conventional invasion percolation studies, it is assumed that the
porous medium has constant properties and that the flow dynamics are
controlled by the supply rate of the non-wetting buoyant fluid phase.
However, in the case of shallow gas migration in unconsolidated

Fig. 13. Apparent velocity versus inclination angle. The dashed line shows that for the first and last phase of the U-event (Fig. 13) this angle is around 40–45 degrees,
while the longer 40min session inbetween has angles between 70 and 80 degrees.

Fig. 14. Interpretation of the U-type passive-
seismic event (left-hand figure): a) A gradual
build-up of pressure in the initial accumulation
caused by gas migration in the near-well region
triggers a migration pulse at the upper water-
gas contact (lasting for 5–6minutes); b) the
migration pulse from the vertical feeder con-
tinues for 35min; (c) in the last 5min the flow
pulse terminates, first close to well, and ending
with a new gas-water interface further away
from the well. The azimuthal distribution of
the U-type event is shown in the right-hand
figure, where the sector for the passive seismic
events is shown, overlain on the seismic am-
plitude map of the gas-charged sand layer at
492m. This azimuthal variation might explain

why some late microseismic events occur close to the edge of the gas filled region. The amplitude map is based on 3D seismic data from 1991, so the areal extent of
this layer was probably less in September/October 1989.
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sediments, as described here, this may not be the case. In un-
consolidated sediments, the increase in gas pressure at the crest of an
accumulation may cause deformation of the granular medium (in-
creasing pore throat apertures), resulting in a capillary interface with a
threshold pressure, Pth, which can vary as a function of time. We
therefore infer that the U-type event described here involves a mi-
grating pulse of gas migrating within a granular medium that it also
deformed by the migrating gas (causing acoustic events). The dynamics
of such a complex process is not fully understood, but the seismic ob-
servations clearly indicate the detection of a gas migration event.

Using Eq. 2 and fluid density estimates from Fig. 1, we can estimate
the confining pressure (Pth) for the shallow U-type event to be around
21 bars (2.1MPa), immediately prior to the migration event. Using Eq.
3, along with empirical relationships between Pth and permeability
(published by Manzocchi et al., 2002) we can estimate that the sealing
layer must have had a permeability of around 0.1 microdarcy
(10−20 m2) – a reasonable value for a shale layer at this depth of burial.
The seismic U-event was probably related to the breaching of that seal
and re-migration to a new quasi-stable gas accumulation.

5. Discussion

In the area close to the 2/4-14 well there are numerous gas accu-
mulations (Haavik and Landrø, 2014). One trapping mechanism for
such gas pockets is created by intersecting iceberg plough marks dig-
ging into slightly dipping sand layers. Dowdeswell and Ottesen (2013)
show that buried iceberg plough marks can contain accumulations of
natural gas. It is therefore not certain that the gas observed close to the
well originates from the 2/4-14 underground blowout, since there is a
certain probability that this is sourced from natural seepage. The gas

bubbles observed close to the 2/4-13 well in December 1989 was a
mixture of biogenic and thermogenic gas. Hence we cannot conclude
that these bubbles originate only from the 14-well. However, when this
information is linked to the time-lapse seismic observations, it is likely
that some gas originates from the 14 well. The short distance to the 14-
well (55m) strengthens this assumption.

The interpretation sketch shown in Fig. 15 (not exactly to scale) is
designed to summarize our most likely interpretations, based on time-
lapse seismic data, passive seismic data and the seabed observations.
We have proposed a process of migrating gas ganglia in a deformable
porous medium as the most likely model, but further work on flow
modeling and interpretation of the observed gas-flow dynamics is
clearly needed.

Based on site survey data for time-lapse seismic analysis, the re-
peatability level in this study is reduced compared to conventional 4D
seismic data (in deeper consolidated rocks). The repeatability is also
reduced when the position of the source and receivers changes between
the base and monitor surveys, as shown by Landrø, 1999. However, in
our case, the effect of gas entering into a sand layer gives a strong 4D
effect so that the relatively poor repeatability is compensated by the
strong fluid effects. Furthermore, we think that time shift analysis is less
influenced by inaccurate positioning than amplitude differences, espe-
cially since the shallow subsurface is mostly (apart from tunnel valleys
and ice scours) composed of near to horizontal sedimentary layers.

The relief well scenario described in this paper is relevant to carbon
storage in several ways. First, if the pore pressure at an injection site is
increased due to low injectivity, it might be necessary to drill a pressure
“relief” well to produce water (below the CO2-water contact within the
storage volume) to lower the pressure. It is extremely unlikely that the
pore pressure within a CO2-storage site will reach as high pressures as

Fig. 15. Interpretation of gas migration versus ca-
lendar time based on time lapse seismic data and the
video clip from the seabed close to the well in
December 1989. Note that the actual number of sand/
silt-layers are higher than indicated here, and also the
relative positions between layers are far from exact.
Note that the deep sandlayer is upward dipping to-
wards NorthEast.

Table 1
Overview of gas migration and flow processes involved in the 2/4-14 underground blowout incident. Volume estimates are based on spinner measurements and
estimated areal extent of gas anomalies from seismic data. There are significant uncertainties related to the volume estimates.

Depth of observation Approximate gas volume (in situ) end 1989 Approximate gas volume (in situ) 2009 Flow process observed

830m sand 3.3 Mm3 3.1 Mm3 Lateral migration from wellbore leakage event
490m sand 0.6 Mm3 0.9 Mm3 Lateral migration from wellbore leakage event
100m tunnel valley No 3D control, some gas in 1990 Less (close to zero) than in 1990 Lateral migration from wellbore leakage event and

subsequence re-migration
Near-wellbore damage zone 300m3 (assuming 1m radius) 100m3 (estimate based on seismic

timeshifts)
Continued migration feeding shallow layers and surface
migration

Seabed 0.1-15m3 (assuming 1mm and 5mm
bubble radius)

Less than 1989 and close to zero Episodic flows
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in our blow out example (1050 bars). The relief well scenario is also
relevant in cases where it is planned to store CO2 in abandoned hy-
drocarbon reservoirs. In such cases there might be several leagcy wells
penetrating the reservoir unit, increasing the risk of vertical migration
outside the well bore, as described in this paper. More generally, im-
proved understanding of shallow gas migration processes is important
for designing CO2 storage projects and their monitoring programmes.

Based on the observations from this paper and the simulation work
presented by Langseth and Landrø (2012) we find that the current study
indicates that the gas flow in the shallow sediments approached a static
situation after 20 years. One way to strengthen this hypothesis is to
acquire new seismic data sets in the area, to determine if there are any
changes from 2009 to date.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that time-lapse seismic data serve as an efficient
tool to monitor subsurface gas flow in shallow sediment sequences, and
can provide an effective tool for interpreting gas flow over several years
following this underground blow-out event. Furthermore, this mon-
itoring approach is strengthened by using passive seismic data that
were recorded approximately 8 months after the uncontrolled flow
started. We find that most of the gas that leaked from the deep reservoir
becomes trapped in shallow sand layers within the first kilometre below
the seabed. The actual gas-flow pattern that can be interpreted from the
geophysical data is a combination of vertical propagation close to wells
and lateral migration of gas within several thin sand layers. These ex-
amples illustrate the complexity of shallow gas migration and leakage
events, and provide a better basis for efforts to understand gas and CO2

migration processes in shallow sediment sequences. Key processes ob-
served are the retention of migrated gas in multiple high-porosity layers
and structural traps, vertical migration along disturbed zones around
wells, and the episodic nature of gas migration in heterogeneous sedi-
mentary sequences. Thin shales acting as containment barriers to these
gas accumulations probably had permeabilities of the order of 0.1mi-
crodacry, and were periodically breached or ruptured in gas migration
events. These migration processes have been successfully modelled by
others using invasion percolation models of migrating buoyant gas
ganglia; however, the concurrent deformation of the medium in un-
consolidated sedimentary sequences presents a new challenge for
modelling the flow dynamics.
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Appendix A. Estimating azimuth and apparent velocity from 3 geophones

If we assume that the acoustic sources caused by the underground flow acts as point sources at a given source location =R x y z( , , )s s s s and that the
position of the three geophones are given as =g x y( , , 0)i i i , assuming that the seabed level corresponds to z=0. If we restrict our analysis to P-waves
only, and assume a constant P-wave velocity v, then we find that the travel times from an arbitrary source location to each of the three receivers are
given as:

= − + − + =T
v

x x y y z i1 ( ) ( ) ; 1, 2, 3.i s i s i s
2 2 2

(A1)

Since we do not know when the source is activated, we can only measure two independent travel-time shifts from the three geophone recordings,
for instance = −ΔT T T12 2 1 and = −ΔT T T13 3 1. The third possible traveltime shift, = − = −ΔT T T ΔT ΔT23 3 2 13 12 is a combination of the two others and
hence not an independent measurement. This means that we can determine two independent traveltime differences from the three geophone
recordings.

Now, we consider an incoming P-wave propagating from a source depth zs that has an inclination angle θ to the seabed surface (Fig. A1).
Assuming a flat seabed at z = 0, we define the apparent velocity of an incoming P-wave that makes an angle θ (inclination angle) to this surface as
the distance between the two rays (Δx) in the z= 0 plane divided by the traveltime difference:

=v Δx
Δta (A2)

The traveltime difference in the denominator is given as (assuming that ≪Δx r r;1 2)

= − ≈

+

Δt r r v xΔx
v x z

( )/
s

2 1
2 2 (A3)

Inserting Eq. A3 into A2 we find that the apparent velocity is given as

=v v
θcosa (A4)

In the seabed plane we introduce the apparent slowness =u v
1
a
, which is a vector in the z= 0 plane. The two traveltime differences are now given

as

= − + −ΔT u x x u y y( ) ( )x y12 2 1 2 1 (A5)

= − + −ΔT u x x u y y( ) ( )x y13 3 1 3 1 (A6)

In Eqs. A5 and A6 we assume the traveltime differences are measured and the geophone positions are known. This means that we can estimate the
two slowness vector components directly from these two equations. This gives a unique determination of the azimuth angle ϕ and the apparent
velocity:
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=ϕ u
u

tan x

y (A7)

=

+

v
u u

1
a

x y
2 2

(A8)

This means that the geophone array can determine the azimuth and the apparent velocity of each event, and that it is not possible to determine
the depth and the x-y-position simultaneously. However, we can assume that the depth is known, and in our case example we know from seismic data
analysis that the gas front in September 1989 was close to circular shaped at a depth of 490m. This assumption has been used to produce Fig. 12.
However, it is very likely (based on 4D refraction analysis) that some gas has migrated into sand layers shallower than 490m.

.
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